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Share your emotions ! 

Dear all,

You are more and more fishermen to trust us and to be faithful 
to us. Thank you so much, this is our true reward.

The 2014/2015 season started very well in September with a 
young couple on their honeymoon who enjoyed a nice activity around 
Rodrigues. These fishermen "of cod"  discovered exotic fish and 
realized the power of our tuna, wahoo, kingfish and babones. The virus 
is taken ... we meet them again soon for a Trip on the Grand Banks. The 
weather gave us the opportunity to make any trips on HAWKINS Bench 
although some days were sports !!! 
The fights are always so many and bitter, it is part of the Adventure!

This year, the water temperature is very low: 23 ° for the 
month of October, which has concentrated and modified fish movement 
but we were able to adapt and find the activity. So, many meetings 
including with wahoo of 55kgs, yellowfin (+ 40 + kg for wholesale) and of 
course, many doggies with many specimens between 40 and 55 kgs and a 
break on a monster at the end of the day with a low line at the end of 
life...That’sfishing!

Schedules stays tend to mainly two benches Hawkins 89h and 
this is what Eric, Bastien, Serge and Bernard chose to live during the 
first half of October. As usual: a wide variety of fish. The activity jig 
was sometimes difficult because of the temperature of the fresh water 
for the season and squid still present but that did not stop to catch 
many doggies, some taken by jigging technic and someothers with bait 
on jigging rods. On the first trip, we remember the great battle Bastien 
-good fisherman of silure- on a cane stand up Pedro Custom 50lbs with 
Black Magic harness and bonito rise Catalina which resulted in the rise 
of a big doggy!
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Yellowfin did not miss the call and the frantic activity of wahoo 
was on jigs during their second trip : not less than 7 wahoo taken by jig 
before they had time to shear all ! It is always a pleasure to finish a fight 
because their starts are huge and the outcome of the battle still uncertain 
especially on big specimens of 30kgs and more. 

For the group of Jap, Kelb, Jojo and Greg, thoses “niçois” 
(frenchies from NICE) wanted to fight with the doggies and therefore the 
action was brought on Jigging. During their first trip, we had a big activity 
in trolling on yellowfin but the choice was made not to stay with them too 
much but to jigger. In the end, great fishing : beautiful dogtooth tuna (the 
largest taken in inshiku weighed more than 30kgs) with lots of juveniles 
and young ignobilis that were released. Indeed, as far as possible we 
release: ignobilis young dogtooth tuna, billfish ... to the extent that they 
are not hurt, of course. 

The second trip has left the spotlight on Jigging and not less than 
80% of the catches were it by this technique. The activity was high on 
kingfishs humpback and blue as well as for jobfish offered nice touches to 
our anglers. The dogtooth tuna have hosted several parties and their 
massive presence gave adrenalin to jiggers but How it's good and tiring !!! 
The biggest doggies were caught with bait on jigging rod : the biggest 
weighted 45kgs for an average of 30kgs by fish. 
To finish, well done to Kelb for his beautiful “Coup de ligne” with a lovely 
old Plate (grouper) came reward his efforts.

Congratulations to you all!
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Join us on                 f

The Aventure continues...
See you soon, 

To live your dreams of fishing !
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